


In the new Twenty collection there’s everything we might expect to find in a Porada home: 

elegance, sobriety, attention to details and quality of the materials. The new items have been 

created as a continuity of the existing collections, far from extravagances and eccentricities, 

in line with the need of stability and solidity imposed by the recent events. A comforting but 

not minimal Porada home, being able to create warm and enchanting atmospheres and 

embellished by pieces born to be classics, that are not subjected to the evanescent 

fashions’s success as they don’t follow them. 



Modular sofa with frame in solid canaletta walnut and black chrome or brushed brass end-feet The cover in the fabrics of the collection is removable. Cover in leather non-removable. The seats lie on a belted metal frame
covered by technical velvet. The seat cushions are upholstered with high-resilient crush-proof polyurethane foam with different densities. The upper part is in Memory Foam and the cover in padding paired with cotton
and velveteen fabric. The frame of the arms and backs is made of solid fir wood and birch plywood, upholstered with crush-proof polyurethane foam with different densities and covered by white padding paired with
cotton and velveteen fabric. The backrest cushions (width cm. 60/75) are filled with canalized goose feather (Golden label certified by Assopiuma), with crush-proof polyurethane insert and covered by feather proof cotton
fabric. The bases are available in different dimensions (width cm. 80-100-160-200-240-300) and can be combined with additional trapezoidal elements to create peninsulas or seats with increased depth. The armrests can
be padded or they can also be used as a side table, adding a side table element in solid canaletta walnut. On these elements it is possible to place a 45x45 cm cushion with a low armrest element.
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MODULAR SOFA



Modular sofa with frame in solid canaletta
walnut and black chrome or brushed brass end-
feet The cover in the fabrics of the collection is
removable. Cover in leather non-removable.
The seats lie on a belted metal frame covered
by technical velvet. The seat cushions are
upholstered with high-resilient crush-proof
polyurethane foam with different densities. The
upper part is in Memory Foam and the cover in
padding paired with cotton and velveteen
fabric. The frame of the arms and backs is made
of solid fir wood and birch plywood,
upholstered with crush-proof polyurethane
foam with different densities and covered by
white padding paired with cotton and velveteen
fabric. The backrest cushions (width cm. 60/75)
are filled with canalized goose feather (Golden
label certified by Assopiuma), with crush-proof
polyurethane insert and covered by feather
proof cotton fabric. The bases are available in
different dimensions (width cm. 80-100-160-
200-240-300) and can be combined with
additional trapezoidal elements to create
peninsulas or seats with increased depth. The
armrests can be padded or they can also be
used as a side table, adding a side table
element in solid canaletta walnut. On these
elements it is possible to place a 45x45 cm
cushion with a low armrest element.

MODULAR SOFA



MODULAR SOFA



Example of composition for Abacus modular sofa

MODULAR SOFA



Side table with cylindrical marble base available in Carrara or Carnic grey, central
pole in black matt metal and top in solid canaletta walnut with edged recessed
top. The three top shapes are interchangeable to obtain the three different
heights.

SIDE TABLE



Dining table with base made up of half-moon elements in canaletta walnut and top
in wood (thickness 40 mm), marble (thickness 20 mm), Rock (thickness 6mm) or
transparent glass (thickness 15 mm). Metal elements in black chrome finish. The
wooden and marble tops have a bevelled perimeter edge. The marble and rock tops
are supported by a black honeycomb aluminum panel (thickness 15 mm).

DINING TABLE



Dining table with base made up of half-moon elements in canaletta walnut and top
in wood (thickness 40 mm), marble (thickness 20 mm), Rock (thickness 6mm) or
transparent glass (thickness 15 mm). Metal elements in black chrome finish. The
wooden and marble tops have a bevelled perimeter edge. The marble and rock tops
are supported by a black honeycomb aluminum panel (thickness 15 mm).

DINING TABLE



Dining table with bases made up of two half-moon juxtaposed elements in canaletta walnut and top in wood
(thickness 40 mm), marble (thickness 20 mm), Rock (thickness 6mm) or transparent glass (thickness 15 mm).
Metal elements in black chrome finish. The wooden and marble tops have a bevelled perimeter edge. The
marble and rock tops are supported by a black honeycomb aluminum panel (thickness 15 mm).

DINING TABLE



DINING TABLE

Dining table with base made up of half-moon elements in canaletta walnut and top
in wood (thickness 40 mm), marble (thickness 20 mm), Rock (thickness 6mm) or
transparent glass (thickness 15 mm). Metal elements in black chrome finish. The
wooden and marble tops have a bevelled perimeter edge. The marble and rock tops
are supported by a black honeycomb aluminum panel (thickness 15 mm).



Suspension lamp with frame in solid
canaletta walnut and diffusers in shiny
white opal glass. Matt black silicone
rubber cable. Ceiling rose and spacer ring
in matt black metal.

SUSPENSION LAMP



Suspension lamp with frame in solid
canaletta walnut and diffusers in shiny
white opal glass. Matt black silicone
rubber cable. Ceiling rose and spacer ring
in matt black metal.

SUSPENSION LAMP



Pouf with frame in solid ash and cover in the fabrics of the collection. Inner
structure in poplar plywood with elastic belts.

POUF



Sideboard in canaletta walnut with shiny grey pewter metal base. Left curved
door available in four different finishes: canaletta walnut, cuoietto leather,
brushed bronzed brass lacquered and cast aluminum lacquered effect.. The inner
compartment behind the curved door is covered in bronzed mirror. With inner
LED lighting.

SIDEBOARD



Round dining-table with brushed bronzed brass and solid ash frame. Top in ash
with inlayed veneer and bevelled perimeter edge.

DINING TABLE



Round dining-table with brushed bronzed brass and solid ash frame. Top in ash
with inlayed veneer and bevelled perimeter edge.

DINING TABLE



Sofa with four feet in solid canaletta walnut and cover in the fabrics of the collection. Inner structure in poplar plywood and
solid fir wood with elastic belts. The padding is in crush-proof polyurethane with different densities. Seat cushions in crush-
proof polyurethane foam covered by padding paired with cotton and velveteen fabrics. Optional decorative feather-filled back-
rest cushions cm.70x70.

SOFA



Armchair with frame in solid canaletta walnut and cover in the fabrics of the
collection. It is possible to combine different fabrics for the outer and inner parts
of the upholstered structure. Inner shell in poplar plywood and solid fir wood
with belted seat. The padding is in crush-proof polyurethane with different
densities.

ARMCHAIR



Armchair with frame in solid canaletta walnut and cover in the fabrics of the
collection. It is possible to combine different fabrics for the outer and inner parts
of the upholstered structure. Inner shell in poplar plywood and solid fir wood
with belted seat. The padding is in crush-proof polyurethane with different
densities.

ARMCHAIR



Armchair with metal frame in black nickel or brushed bronzed brass finish and
cover in the fabrics of the collection. It is possible to combine different fabrics for
the outer and inner parts of the upholstered structure. Inner shell in poplar
plywood and solid fir wood with belted seat. The padding is in crush-proof
polyurethane with different densities.

ARMCHAIR



Chair with frame in solid ash and cover in the fabrics of the collection.

CHAIR



Chair with arms with frame in solid ash and cover in the fabrics of the collection.
Armrests covered with waxed natural or testa di moro Cuoio leather cord.

CHAIR



Service trolleys with base in black matt metal and wooden top with frame in solid
canaletta walnut. The inner part of the top can be in canaletta walnut, shiny
lacquered or with multi-striped inlays. The handles are covered with waxed cuoio
cord in the natural or testa di moro finishes.

SERVICE SIDE TABLE

MULTI-STRIPED INLAY



Coffee table in canaletta walnut and top with inlayed walnut veneer. Curved
shaped leg in structural solid wood with canaletta walnut veneer. Base in Carrara
or Carnic grey marble.

COFFEE TABLE



Sideboard in canaletta walnut or ash with matt black
metal base, obtained from company designed dye
casting. Equipped with four hinged doors and two
compartments with two shelves in clear glass
(thickness 8 mm).

SIDEBOARD



Sideboard in canaletta walnut or ash with matt black
metal base, obtained from company designed dye
casting. Equipped with four hinged doors and two
compartments with two shelves in clear glass
(thickness 8 mm).

SIDEBOARD



Sideboard in canaletta walnut with the internal part in natural ash and shiny
pewter metal base. Equipped with four doors with push pull opening system and
three compartments with shelves in ash.

SIDEBOARD



Side table with black chromed or brushed brass metal base and central pole in
solid canaletta walnut. Top in cast glass (thickness 15 mm) with metal plate.

SIDE TABLE



Round side table with black chromed or brushed brass metal base, central pole in
solid canaletta walnut and top with edged recessed top in stain-proof oil treated
marble.

SIDE TABLE



Wall clothes-stand with frame in solid canaletta
walnut and cast glass disc (thickness 15 mm)
available in two dimensions. Plate and hook in
brushed brass or black chromed metal finishes.

WALL CLOTHES-STAND



Side table with frame in solid ash wood and marble top (thickness 20 mm) with
matt polyester varnished shaped edge.
Available in two sizes and heights (43 and 52 cm).

SIDE TABLE



Meridienne sofa with frame in solid ash and cover in the fabrics of the collection.
Equipped with a feather-filled back cushion and one single seat cushion with
crush-proof polyurethane padding. It is possible to combine different fabrics for
the upholstered base and back.

MERIDIENNE SOFA



Stool with frame in solid ash with Cuoietto leather back and seat in the fabrics of
the collection. Footrest in brushed stainless steel.
Available in two heights: 65 or 75 cm

STOOL



Coffee table in canaletta walnut with three compartments per side (with the
possibility to insert two BAYUS/ELEY DRAWER per side). Top edges and
compartment dividers in solid canaletta walnut. Base in bronzoro metal and
brushed brass end-feet.

COFFEE TABLE



Side table with frame in solid canaletta walnut and top in stain-proof oil treated marble.

SIDE TABLE



Side table with central leg in solid canaletta walnut or ash fixed on a metal ring in
Bronzoro finish. Square or round top in clear glass (thickness mm. 15) with UV-
glued brushed brass plate.

COFFEE TABLE



Bar table with central leg in solid canaletta walnut or ash fixed on a metal ring in
Bronzoro finish. Square or round top in clear glass (thickness mm. 15) with UV-
glued brushed brass plate.

BAR TABLE



Hand tufted rug made of 100% ECONYL® thread, available in six different colours.
The products are hand-made and therefore slight variations in dimensions and
colours may occur. The ECONYL® regeneration process transforms nylon waste,
such as disused fishing nets, as well as textile production waste, into a new
thread; the nylon thread itself can be regenerated infinitely, keeping its
characteristics intact in terms of quality and performance.

Composition: ECONYL®

RUG COLLECTION



Hand woven rugs made of 100% New Zealand wool, available in two different
colour combinations (white/grey and white/sand). The products are hand-made
and therefore slight variations in dimensions and colours may occur.

Composition: New Zealand Wool
Pile Height: 8 mm approx.
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